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Whenever unemployment stays high for an extended period, it is common to see 

analyses, statements, and rebuttals about the extent to which the high unemployment 

is structural, not cyclical.1 As the measure of the cyclical portion is viewed as 

identifying the size of a potential role for some forms of stimulus, this debate is about 

the scope for stimulative policies.2 Much discussion refers to the Beveridge curve, 

made salient by monthly publication by the Bureau of Labor Statistics (BLS) of the 

unemployment and vacancy rates that form the curve.3 In bad times we expect to see 

lower vacancy rates and higher unemployment rates. Figure 1  shows the October 2012 BLS 

report, with data through August. As shown in Figure 1, starting with the business cycle peak 

in December 2007, there was a period with the monthly figures lying along a smooth 

downward sloping curve. However, since the June 2009 cyclic trough, the pattern has been 

erratic—two periods of rising vacancy rates with little impact on unemployment, two periods 

of falling unemployment without steadily rising vacancy rates. Starting shortly after the 

trough, all the observations are noticeably above a curve that would connect the observations 

before and during the recession. That is, we have three observations: (1) unemployment is 

high, (2) vacancies are low, and (3) unemployment is higher than it was at the same vacancy 

rates during the recession, or, equivalently, vacancies are higher than they were at the same 

unemployment rates during the recession.4                                                                                 

     Analyses using the Beveridge curve typically assume that movements along the curve 

reflect cyclical effects while shifts in the curve reflect structural effects, effects expected to be 

sufficiently lasting to limit the potential effect of stimulus policies.5 Not surprisingly, the  

                                                           
1 Some analyses seek a division of total unemployment between structural and cyclical portions, while others use 
a three-part division among frictional, structural, and cyclical.  
2 For a 1960s example of the debate over the causes of continued high unemployment, see Solow (1964). Indeed 
there is a long history of claims that the latest technological or structural development makes for a new long-term 
high level of unemployment, but these have repeatedly been proven wrong (Woirel, 1996).  
3 I will use the term “Beveridge curve” interchangeably for the steady state relationship between 
unemployment and vacancies and for a curve fitted empirically to observed points. Simple continuous time 
models generate differential equations that loop around a steady state curve (Blanchard and Diamond, 1989).  
4 I will use the term Great Recession to cover both the NBER recession and the following recovery, which has 
been marked by continuing high unemployment. This coincides with the term “Long Slump” in Hall (2011). 
5 “When the economy is doing well, firms usually hire more workers and they find it more challenging to fill 
their available openings. Hence, the unemployment rate is low, and the vacancy rate is high. So, typically, as the 
economy improves, the plotted points move toward the upper left in this picture. Conversely, when economic 
times get worse, the plotted points move to the southeast. This creates a curve that runs from the northwest to the 
southeast—a curve that’s known as the Beveridge curve. However, in the Great Recession and its aftermath, we 
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period of rising vacancies without falling unemployment generated reactions suggesting that 

the United States had just had a leap in structural unemployment—that the economy may now 

have a longer-term higher level of unemployment as the “new normal.” This inference was 

taken to imply that we should not be so concerned with stimulating aggregate demand 

through monetary and fiscal policies.6 

     These assumptions on movements along and across curves have been in common use 

for a long time (see, e. g., Dow and Dicks-Mireaux, 1958). Along these lines, a division 

of current unemployment between cyclical and structural portions involves two steps: 

selecting a shape for a pair of (parallel) Beveridge curves and selecting a point on the later, 

higher curve, to represent a target full-employment point. Accepting the common 

assumptions about shifts in the curve, one still has to ask how much of current 

unemployment is cyclical, that is, how much represents having high unemployment and 

low vacancies on a shifted, higher Beveridge curve. Continuing cyclical unemployment 

presumably indicates a potential role for stimulative policy even if the full employment 

point has shifted.  By and large, recent analyses conclude that whatever the estimated 

increase in structural unemployment, there remains a sizable component of cyclical 

unemployment. 

     Shifts in the Beveridge curve are discussed in Section together with identifying the full-

employment point on a shifted curve. The focus is on the current cycle, not issues that 

might be raised about high unemployment over several cycles. There is a long history of 

recognizing a role for demography in determining the level of unemployment (e.g., Perry, 

1972). Young people move among jobs much more than older people do. Older workers 

are more likely to retire after a layoff than younger workers. Since demography is a slow-

                                                                                                                                                                                      
have seen something different: the Beveridge curve itself has shifted out toward the upper right. Economists see 
this kind of outward shift as representing a decline in the ability of the labor market to form mutually beneficial 
matches between workers and firms. In that sense, the labor market is less efficient. The outward shift means that 
firms can’t fill their available job openings as readily as we would have expected in light of the high 
unemployment rate” (Kocherlakota 2012).  
6 “The red dots in Figure 8 depict the Beveridge curve since the U.S. recession was formally declared ended in 
June 2009. One would normally expect the unemployment rate to decline as economic growth resumes. But here, 
we see evidence of increased recruiting activity on the part of the business sector together with no apparent 
decline in the unemployment rate. One interpretation of this recent pattern is that matching jobs with workers has 
become more difficult in the wake of an exceptionally severe recession. If this is the case, then it is not 
immediately clear how monetary or fiscal policies might alleviate the problem” (Annual Report, Federal Reserve 
Bank of St. Louis, 2010). 
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moving variable, its trend is unlikely to play a significant role in assessing change within a 

single business cycle. However, trends in population aging do need to be kept in mind as 

part of interpreting the numbers, particularly as responses to a recession do vary with age. 

There is also a long history of concern about the impact of trends in technology and 

international trade on trend unemployment (Woirol, 1996).7 This essay does not consider 

trend issues. 

     As the matching function underlies interpretations of shifts in the Beveridge curve, 

Section II moves behind the data on unemployment and vacancy stocks used for the 

Beveridge curve and considers labor market flow data, particularly the monthly flow of 

hires relative to the stocks of unemployed and vacancies. Structural unemployment is then 

analyzed in terms of downward movements in the matching function.  Section III returns to 

the Beveridge curve, considering separations from employment and the flows into 

unemployment. 

     Section IV considers studies that analyze measures of “mismatch” in the labor market, 

measures of the extent to which the distributions of unemployed workers and vacancies 

differ across regions or industries or skills. Increases in mismatch are then taken as a basis 

for inferences about structural changes.  Section V discusses the terminology of cyclical, 

structural and frictional unemployment. Concluding remarks are in Section VI.8  The 

paper does not discuss the literature assessing the effects of extended unemployment 

insurance or house lock, both seen in the literature as having little importance for 

unemployment rates at future full employment levels. 

     The focus is on methodology, examining reasons why the current shifts in the 

Beveridge curve and the matching function might or might not be temporary.  While many 

                                                           
7 For example, consider this 1931 statement: “The real issue is not whether technological displacement causes 
workers to lose their jobs.  It undoubtedly does. The real issue is whether over a period of years the continual 
introduction of new and improved machines and processes is causing a total net increase or decrease in mass 
employment.  . .  . On this issue there are two opposing points of view, each held by large numbers of earnest 
people.” U.S. Senate Committee on Unemployment Insurance, Unemployment Insurance, Part 2, “Report of the 
Committee on Technological Unemployment to the Secretary of Labor,” November 1931, 72nd Congress,1st 
Session, 1931, 560.  Cited in Woirol, 1996, p. 36.  
8 For policy purposes, it is necessary to consider forecasts of the state of the economy, as policies have effects for 
an extended period. This paper focuses on interpreting snapshots of the economy, not forecasts. We do not that 
currently forecasts are generally pessimistic for an extended period. Nor does the paper consider issues of 
inflation or inflation risk or the analysis of an Okun gap. The hiring process is analyzed without explicit 
discussion of wage setting. 
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reasons that complicate interpretation of shifts are identified, their diverse impacts are not 

quantified. The presentation relies on the existing literature and contains no new empirical 

analysis. 

 

I.  Beveridge Curve9 
 

Consider fitting a smooth curve to the observations in Figure 1 up to some date (e. g., the 

last peak or the following trough). Consider another curve (perhaps a parallel shift) that 

lies on a later observation or set of observations that are above the first fitted curve. 

Assume that movement along a Beveridge curve is cyclical, while any movement of the 

curve is structural (i.e., taken to be long-lasting as the economy recovers). Pick a point on 

the lower curve to represent a full- employment point before the recession, possibly 

matching a particular date. Pick a point on the higher curve to represent a future full-

employment point. Then the change in unemployment from the prior full-employment 

point to the current unemployment rate can be divided in two. The difference between 

prior and future full-employment points can be considered structural, while the difference 

in unemployment between the future full-employment point and the currently observed 

unemployment rate can be considered cyclical. That is, the latter gap, between the current 

unemployment rate and the target future full-employment point, is a measure of what 

might be addressed by stimulus policies despite the shift in the Beveridge curve, assumed 

to be a structural, long-lasting shift. 

    As an example, Beveridge (1944) defined full employment as “more vacancy jobs than 

unemployed men.”10 Dow and Dicks-Mireaux (1958) used a definition of equality of 

                                                           
9 For an intellectual history of the Beveridge curve, see Rodenburg (2011). 
10 “Full employment does not mean literally no unemployment. . . . Full employment means that 
unemployment is reduced to short intervals of standing by, with the certainty that very soon one will be 
wanted in one's old job again or will be wanted in a new job that is within one's powers. . . . Full employment 
in the Report means ... having always more vacant jobs than unemployed men . . . It means that the jobs are 
at fair wages, of such a kind, and so located that the unemployed men can reasonably be expected to take 
them; it means, by consequence, that the normal lag between losing one job and finding another will be very 
short. The proposition that there should always be more vacant jobs than unemployed men means that the 
labour market should always be a seller's market rather than a buyer's market. . . .The reason is that difficulty 
in selling labour has consequences of a different order of harmfulness from those associated with difficulty in 
buying labour. . . . The greater the pace of the economic machine, the more rapidly will structural 
unemployment [footnote omitted] disappear, the less resistance of every kind will there be to progress. . . .The 
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vacancies and unemployed to separate times of high and low demand, with the paper 

focusing on how to adjust vacancy data from labor exchanges to reflect possible multiple  

listings of vacancies. Figure 2 gives an example of their framework.  Point 2 represents the 

full-employment point on a lower Beveridge curve and point 4 the full-employment point 

on a higher Beveridge curve (reflecting what they called greater “maladjustment”). If 

point 5 were the current position of the economy, then the difference in unemployment 

rates between the previous full-employment unemployment rate and the current rate, 

between points 2 and 5, can be divided between a structural portion between points 2 and 

4 and a cyclical portion between points 4 and 5. 

     With equality of the two rates as the definition of full employment, the past and future 

full-employment points lie on a single ray through the origin as in Figure 2. For current 

analyses that use a matching function, the equality of unemployment and vacancies is no 

longer an interesting concept.11 A matching function approach uses the supply function of 

vacancies as part of determining the full employment point. Different matching functions 

imply different functions relating lags in filling a vacancy to the unemployment-vacancy ratio 

and so different supply functions of vacancies. This implies different ratios of unemployment 

to vacancies at different full employment equilibrium points. As a result, a downward shift in 

the efficiency parameter of the matching function generates a larger structural component. 

Barlevy (2011) contains such a calculation. 

     Barlevy fits a Beveridge curve to the data from December 2000 to August 2008 by deriving 

the economy's possible labor market steady states. The calculation assumes given vacancy and 

separation rates and a Cobb-Douglas matching function, with parameters that were chosen to 

match some aspects of the data up to August 2008. With m as the matching function, a 

                                                                                                                                                                                      
demand must be adjusted to the kind of men available or the men must be capable of adjusting themselves to 
the demand.” Beveridge, 1945 (1944), pp. 18–20. 
 
11In reaching this conclusion while using a model of labor-market equilibrium, the matching function approach 
is consistent with the equilibrium approach that is inherent in the Friedman (1968) definition of the natural 
rate of unemployment as “the level that would be ground out by the Walrasian system of general equilibrium 
equations, provided there is imbedded in them the actual structural characteristics of the labor and commodity 
markets, including market imperfections, stochastic variability in demands and supplies, the cost of gathering 
information about job vacancies and labor availabilities, the costs of mobility, and so on” (p. 8). A footnote on 
the definition notes that “this "natural" rate need not correspond to equality between the number unemployed 
and the number of job vacancies.” 
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constant-returns-to-scale Cobb-Douglas matching function is: 

[ ] 1,m u v Au vα α−= . 

With s as the separation rate, equalizing flows into and out of unemployment gives 

( ) 11 u s Au vα α−− = . 

Solving gives a Beveridge curve that satisfies 

( )1/
su

s A v u α−=
+

 

For chosen values of s and α , fitting this curve to unemployment and vacancy rates yields a 

value of the matching function efficiency parameter, A. 

      Barlevy selects a full employment point on the Beveridge curve up to August 2008 as a 5 

percent unemployment rate, roughly matching average unemployment over the period used to 

fit the curve. A 5 percent unemployment rate lies on the estimated Beveridge curve at a 3 

percent vacancy rate. Assuming free entry of vacancies, the unemployment and vacancy rates 

at full- employment, together with the estimated matching function, imply a value for a filled 

vacancy relative to the cost of maintaining a vacancy at the point. 

     Barlevy selects a higher Beveridge curve by assuming that the only parameter to change is the 

multiplicative (efficiency) parameter, A, of the Cobb-Douglas matching function and that the higher 

curve passes through the observation for December 2010.12 To choose a full-employment point on the 

higher (later) Beveridge curve, Barlevy assumes the same relative value of a filled vacancy as at the 

earlier full-employment point. That is, the profitability of having an additional worker divided by the 

cost of maintaining a posted vacancy at the new full-employment point is assumed to return to its 

previous full-employment value. This value is then plugged into the zero-profit condition for posting 

a vacancy and results in a full-employment ratio of unemployment to vacancies (U/V) of 2.42, 

rather than the value on the lower Beveridge curve of 1.67 (equal to a 5 percent unemployment rate 

divided by a 3 percent vacancy rate).13  The resulting calculation by Barlevy is shown in Figure 3. 

                                                           
12 Barlevy does a similar fitting exercise for two earlier periods (Figure I: 1973–1975 and 1980 recessions), 
both requiring use of a help-wanted index since the Job Openings and Labor Turnover Survey (JOLTS) had not 
yet started. He finds the same pattern, the economy first moves down the estimated Beveridge curve, and then 
is above the curve as unemployment falls. The current, worse, recession involves a move further above the 
estimated curve than the two earlier examples, but any comparison is suspect given the data differences. 
13 For a different approach to identifying the full-employment point on a shifted Beveridge curve, see Daly et 
al. (2012), which empirically derives a job-creation curve by estimating the relationship between vacancies and 
estimates of the natural rate of unemployment as the Beveridge curve shifted. 
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The cyclical component at the time (December 2010) is given by the distance from the then-

current observation to the full-employment point determined by the intersection of the higher 

Beveridge Curve with the ray through the origin with U/V ratio of 2.42. It is apparent from 

the figure that such a calculation shows that a significant portion of the increase from the 

previous business cycle peak to the high unemployment rate in December 2010 should be 

attributed to a cyclical movement, potentially worth trying to address by stimulative 

policies.14 

      This combination of both a shift in the Beveridge curve (higher unemployment for 

current vacancies than previously) and a point with low vacancies and high unemployment 

on the shifted curve tends to lead policy discussion in two directions. Focusing on the 

shift in the curve, taken as structural,  leads to questioning why the rise in vacancies has 

not lowered unemployment more, a question that links to ongoing  discussions  of 

reforming education  and worker training,  and gives the hiring function  a central  place in 

the discussion.   The continuing lower level of vacancies draws attention to the multiple 

reasons why vacancies could continue to be low. Vacancies can be lower because of low 

profitability of anticipated production due to current and projected conditions in the output 

market.  Vacancies can be lower because of greater difficulty in financing investment and 

production than previously. Vacancies can be lower because of a higher cost of 

production, due to the wages required for hiring given the mix of available worker skills 

and the level of productivity. Vacancies can be lower because of projections of possible 

government regulatory, spending, and tax changes. And uncertainty about all of these 

issues matters as well. That vacancies are indeed lower is apparent in Figure 4, showing 

the time series of vacancies (along with hires and quits). There were roughly 3.7 million 

vacancies at the end of August this year, compared with roughly 4.5 million at the end of 

August 2007, just before vacancies began to decline. This essay finds considerable 

cyclical unemployment, but does not explore the roles of different causes of this outcome. 

                                                                                                                                                                                      
 
14 The rise from 5 to 7.1 represents  the estimate  of the structural portion of the rise of unemployment to the 
9.4 percent value in December  20 I 0, which was chosen  to anchor the new Beveridge curve.  In further analysis, 
Barlevy discusses aspects of the matching function that lead him to conclude that his estimate of the structural 
portion of unemployment is an upper bound, and the actual level is lower. 
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Thus cyclical unemployment is referred to as implying a role for stimulus policy, without 

specifying policies. Nevertheless, I report my view that while I do not think there is a 

single issue that fully explains the depth and severity of the current cycle, I do think that 

inadequate aggregate demand, the first reason cited above, is a major part of the story. 

     Barlevy concentrated on the steady-state relationship between unemployment and  

vacancies. This approach does not give a role to the dynamic pattern of movements around 

the steady state curve. This has been approached using a differential equation model with 

cycling between good state and bad state parameters, which produces a loop around the 

steady-state curve. Doing this, as calibrated to fit earlier recessions and recoveries did not 

find large movements around the curve (Blanchard and Diamond, 1989). Whether, and how 

much, a difference would appear from a calibration to fit the Great Recession is an 

interesting question. 

     The next section discusses the matching function in more detail, indicating some compli- 

cations in attributing all of the shift in the Beveridge curve to structural issues, issues that are 

expected to still be present once the economy again nears full employment. That is, insofar as 

analysis of the underlying determinants of the matching function implies that its measured 

efficiency parameter ought to decline and then reverse as a normal part of a business cycle, 

then shifts in the Beveridge curve coming from at least some of the matching function 

changes do not signal a lasting shift in the curve. Moreover, consideration of the matching 

function is a route to analyzing how recessions with different structures imply differences in 

the Beveridge curve. 

 

II. Matching (Hiring) Function15 

 

The standard matching function relates the flow of hires to the stocks of unemployed and 

vacancies, although some studies have included additional variables.16 The Job Openings and 

                                                           
15 The term “matching function” has two different uses in the literature. In empirical work, it refers to hiring; in 
theoretical work, to a meeting of a worker and vacancy, which may or may not result in a hire. 
16 For an earlier survey of estimates of the matching function, see Pertrongolo and Pissarides (2001). Hiring is 
also related to flows of new vacancies as well as to the stock in some of the literature; see Coles and Smith (1996) 
and Gregg and Petrongolo (1997). As discussed below, Davis, Faberman, and Haltiwanger (2012b) find greater 
hiring per vacancy among establishments doing more hiring in cross-section data. They incorporate in the 
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Labor Turnover Survey (JOLTS) provides monthly estimates of hiring, both aggregated and 

disaggregated. Roughly 16,000 establishments are asked for the number of hires (and 

separations), during the month as well as the number of vacancies on the last business day of 

the month.17 The Current Population Survey (CPS) asks roughly 60,000 households about 

labor force status of the members of these households during the survey reference week 

(usually the week that includes the 12th of the month). Thus an estimate of the matching 

function based on JOLTS and CPS relates hiring during the month to unemployment and 

vacancy levels at a point in the month (and/or the month before).  

     With the matching function playing a central role in his analysis of the Beveridge curve, 

Barlevy (2011) analyzes the matching function directly, as well as indirectly through the 

Beveridge curve, as described above.18 That is, using the same Cobb-Douglas coefficients on 

unemployment and vacancies, Barlevy calculates the multiplicative (efficiency) parameter of 

the matching function that fits the monthly observations on hiring coming from JOLTS. His 

findings (Barlevy, 2011, Figure 3) are shown in Figure 5. Barlevy noted that: “as evident 

from Figure 3, match productivity using data on new hires starts to fall around December 

2007, considerably before any indications of a shift in the Beveridge curve relating 

unemployment and vacancies” (p. 89). Furthermore, the estimated matching function 

efficiency parameter stops its significant decline about the time the Beveridge curve starts 

shifting out. This suggests that a decline in the matching function can be part of the normal 

Beveridge curve pattern in a recession and that additional factors influence the relationship 

between the Beveridge curve and the matching function. 

     The unemployed make up only a fraction of new hires, as newly hired workers include 

labor market nonparticipants (those outside the labor force) and workers already employed as 

of the previous interview. Thus the matching function is a relationship between hiring and 
                                                                                                                                                                                      
matching function a variable based on aggregate hiring, reflecting the level of desired hiring and call it 
“recruiting intensity.” 
17 A job opening requires that: 1) a specific position exists and there is work available for that position, 2) work 
could start within 30 days regardless of whether a suitable candidate is found, and 3) the employer is actively 
recruiting from outside the establishment to fill the position. Included are full-time, part-time, permanent, short-
term, and seasonal openings. Active recruiting means that the establishment is taking steps to fill a position by 
advertising in newspapers or on the Internet, posting help-wanted signs, accepting applications, or using other 
similar methods.  
18 For another analysis of the efficiency parameter of the matching function, using help-wanted data for 
vacancies, see Barnichon and Figura (2011a, b). They find that the matching function efficiency parameter has a 
cyclical component over the period 1967–2006. 
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two proxy variables for hiring, a relationship that would change if the omitted variables 

changed their patterns relative to unemployment or vacancies or hiring or if disaggregation 

of vacancies implied a changed relationship between the aggregates. Next are examined how 

the hiring of nonparticipants and then of the already employed affect the measurement of the 

matching function. Then is examined the disaggregated data on the filling of vacancies 

across firms and industries and how changes over the cycle in the disaggregated pattern of 

vacancies can affect the measurement of the matching function. 

 
Flow of workers into employment 
 

 
Studies of labor market worker flows have long reported on the sizable flows among all three 

categories, of employed, unemployed and nonparticipants. Errors in the classification of 

workers that are not important for measuring the stocks are important for measuring the 

flows and several approaches have been taken to adjust the data for misclassification, which 

give broadly similar results. Figure 6 shows average adjusted and unadjusted monthly flows 

for the period October 1995 to September 2012. Note that the large adjustments for 

misclassification involve nonparticipants. Using the adjusted flows, on average over this 

period, 2.0 million workers went from unemployed one month to employed the next (a UE 

flow), and a number nearly as large (1.7 million) went from being nonparticipants one month 

to being employed the next month (an NE  flow). Thus the stock of unemployed used in both 

the Beveridge curve and the matching function serves as a proxy variable for the availability 

of nonemployed workers to move to employed. Note that the number of nonparticipants who 

report that they want a job is a sizable fraction of the number of unemployed. The 

reasonable quality of the overall fit of the standard matching function, on average, speaks to 

the degree of stability of the overall proxy relationship. Indeed the strong similarity in 

Beveridge curves drawn using the standard unemployment rate (shown in Figure 1 above) 

and using the U-6 unemployment rate (shown in Figure 7) speaks to the stability of the 

relationship in general terms. The U-6 measure is: Total unemployed, plus all persons 

marginally attached to the labor force, plus total employed part time for economic reasons, 

calculated as a percent of the civilian labor force plus all persons marginally attached to the 
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labor force.19 

     Similar to comparing Beveridge curves using unemployment and the U-6 measure, would 

be comparing estimated matching functions using just unemployment and using a weighted 

sum of the different elements in the U-6 measure.20 However, just as differences between the 

Great Recession and earlier recessions and recoveries could show up as a shift in the standard 

matching function, so, too, could changes in hiring outcomes show up as a different set of 

weights on the different groups of employed and nonemployed workers in a broader 

matching function. Indeed a key question for interpreting current circum-stances is the 

extent to which we expect different outcomes given the differences across recessions—in 

severity, in length, in the state of financial firms, in the state of the housing market, and in 

fiscal positions of state and local governments. Another approach  to the diversity  of 

positions of new hires is to use a three dimensional  analog to the Beveridge  curve, using 

a measure of the relevant portion of the nonparticipants, along with unemployment and 

vacancy  rates, as has been done in Veracierto (2011).21 

     Figure 8 shows the time series of aggregate flows into employment from unemploy-

ment and nonparticipation since February 1990. With a large increase in the number of 

unemployed during recessions, the flow from unemployment to employment went up 

rapidly during the recessions shown and then stopped rising and, sometime after, started 

falling. In contrast, the NE flow, from nonparticipation to employment, varied less than 

the UE flow and tended to fall during the recessions and then to start slowly rising, more 

slowly than the flow from unemployment was declining.. Figure 9 shows the ratio of the 
                                                           
19 Persons marginally attached to the labor force are those who currently are neither working nor looking for 
work but indicate that they want and are available for a job and have looked for work sometime in the past 12 
months. Discouraged workers, a subset of the marginally attached, have given a job-market related reason for 
not currently looking for work. Persons employed part time for economic reasons are those who want and are 
available for full-time work but have had to settle for a part-time schedule. 
20 For an exploration of the use of a weighted sum of different pools of labor, see Blanchard and Diamond (1989, 
1990).  
21 Veracierto (2011) has considered three-state models, contrasting the results to two-state models. Summariz-
ing the data in Figure 14 of the paper, Veracierto reports that: “these transition rates were relatively stable 
prior to 2007:12. However, we see that with the onset of the recession, there was a significant drop in the 
transition rate from nonparticipation to employment, a drop in the transition rate from unemployment to 
nonparticipation, a large increase in the transition rate from nonparticipation to unemployment, and a large 
increase in the transition rate from employment to unemployment.  In tum, the transition rate from 
employment to nonparticipation was not significantly affected.” The paper appears to use unadjusted flow 
numbers. 
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two flows, showing a sharp drop in the NE/UE ratio during the recessions and slow rises 

afterwards.  By itself, this pattern in the NE/UE ratio would tend to fit with a decline in 

the total amount of hiring relative to the numbers of unemployed, and so a sharp decline 

in the estimated matching function efficiency parameter in a typical recession,  followed  by 

a rising efficiency parameter after the trough. The NE/UE ratio peaked earlier than the 

start of the Great Recession and is still very low compared with the earlier available data. 

Comparing Figures 5 and 9, the timing of the decline in the efficiency parameter is 

roughly in line with the fall in NE/UE, but after that, the efficiency parameter is roughly 

constant while the NE/UE ratio was rising, but still low. 

     To explore the role of these two sources of workers available to be hired, assume that 

some of the nonparticipants, N , are part of the matching function, , ,H U N V  
  22. As a 

starting place, assume that the relevant nonparticipants are perfect substitutes for the 

unemployed, up to a constant reflecting their availability. The constant could reflect 

differences in worker search intensity, in group demographic makeup, and in employer 

perceptions about suitability. Assume that this hiring function is Cobb-Douglas, as is the 

proxy function, [ ],H U V , and that both functions have the same Cobb-Douglas exponents.23 

( )
[ ]

1

1
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,
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Assume that the parameters of the augmented function do not vary. Then, the 

measured efficiency parameter of the standard hiring function satisfies 
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Under this assumption of perfect substitutes, the ratio of the stocks of available effective job- seekers, 

/N Uβ  , equals the ratio of hires, NE/UE, supporting the approach to the interpretation given 

                                                           
22 While some questions in the CPS can be used to estimate the nonparticipants more likely to become 
employed, I continue examining the standard matching function. 
23 It need not be the case that the estimated exponent coefficient on the standard matching function is the same 
as the coefficient on the augmented function, but this case is a natural starting place. 
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above.24  Note that the larger the stock of unemployed the lower level of A for a given N . 

This would contribute to a wider loop in the dynamics around the Beveridge curve the more 

severe the recession. Of course the relevant portion of the nonparticipants could also be 

changing as could the relative importance parameter β. There is no apparent reason that this 

part of the decline in the matching function  would be long-lasting once the economy  

recovers, and, so, no reason to view the additional unemployment from this effect on the 

matching function as structural. 

 
Flow of employed workers into new employment 
 

A similar issue for the measurement of the matching function comes from the hiring of 

those already employed, as workers who are employed one month are often with a 

different employer the following month, an EE flow. Figure 10 provides the relative sizes 

of different flows over the period October 1995 to September 2012, although the table 

includes no adjustments for misclassification, presumably a much bigger issue with 

change in status than with EE flows.25 The table reports the flows in two ways. The top 

of the table relates the flows to population, and so gives the relative sizes of the absolute 

flows. Note that the EE flow of 1.4 percent of the population is larger than the unadjusted 

UE flow and almost as large as the unadjusted NE flow. From the relative sizes of 

adjusted and unadjusted flows in Figure 6, assuming no significant adjustment in the EE 

flow is called for, the flow considerably exceeds either of the other two flows into 

employment, emphasizing the proxy nature of the patterns in both the Beveridge curve 

and the matching function.  While one could examine matching functions for the separate 

flows into employment from the three sources, the hiring rates would depend on all three 

classifications of workers seeking employment or a change in employer. 

     Using quarterly data, tabulated on a recently constructed multi-state pilot database, Hyatt 
                                                           
24 Further steps could explore the relationship between the ratio of hires and estimates of the efficiency 
parameter of the matching function. And an endogenous value of 𝛽 could be considered through an urn-ball 
ranking model (along the lines of Blanchard and Diamond, 1 994). The high ratio of unemployed to vacancies 
after the trough was reached suggests that 𝛽 might have continued declining for a period thereafter. 
 
25 Moscarini and Thomsson (2007) analyze CPS data for 1994-2006 and “revise upward current estimates of the 
EE flow from 2.7% to 3.2% per month” (p. 809).  Nagypal (2008) also discusses data adjustments. 
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and McEntarfer (2012) report on the time series of flows out of employment to other jobs 

and to nonemployment (Figure 11). The flow from job to job that is without a reported 

nonemployment spell in between shows a sharp drop during the Great Recession and a 

continued very low level. This is consistent  with the large drop in quits shown in the 

JOLTS data during the recession,  and the slowly rising, but still low, level of quits during 

the recovery (Figure 4). Thus we appear to have a period where EE flows are way down, 

as are NE flows, but not UE flows. 

     Paralleling the logic above we can consider a matching function that incorporates a 

fraction of the employed, those who are readily available for a move to a different 

employer. From the decline in quits and EE flows we can conclude that the relevant stock of 

available employed may be down considerably, although part-time work for those preferring 

full-time work is up. As in the consideration of the nonparticipants above, this is consistent 

with a decline in the measured efficiency parameter of the standard matching function during 

the recession and a continued low level of the efficiency parameter during the recovery, but 

not directly with further declines. Again there is no apparent reason to think this pattern 

would be long-lasting once the economy recovers. 

    Much of the quit portion of the EE flow (apart from quits motivated by anticipated 

layoffs) results in vacancies for replacement hiring. In this case, a vacancy that is filled by 

an employed worker generates a replacement vacancy, although with a delay and with the 

possibility that the two types of vacancies are filled at different speeds.26 Presumably quits 

particularly happen in firms with high turnover. As estimated by Davis, Faberman, and 

Haltiwanger (2012b) and discussed below in reference to Figure 12, high turnover firms fill 

their vacancies much more rapidly than do low turnover firms. Presumably the drop in quits 

implies a drop in the fraction of hiring happening in high turnover firms, and so an increase 

in the average time to fill a vacancy in the economy. This aggregation effect, like the others 

discussed below, is a reason for a temporary decline in the matching efficiency parameter, as 

there is no apparent reason for the relative weights to be permanently changing. 

 

                                                           
26 On such vacancy chains, see Akerlof, Rose, and Yellen (1988). 
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Filling vacancies 
 
JOLTS reports hires and separations for the entire month, while employment and job 

openings are reported for a single point in the month (the pay period including the 12th of 

the month and the end of the month, respectively). Davis, Faberman, and Haltiwanger 

(2012b) analyze the establishment-level data for the period from the start of the data in 

December 2000 through December 2006, and look at published data through December 

2011. They find that the speed of filling a vacancy varies by industry, by firm size, by 

turnover, and by firm growth, and the proportion of hiring in different industries varies 

significantly over the business cycle. Thus the aggregate matching function should vary with 

changes in the distribution of vacancies in multiple dimensions. 

     Complicating the picture is the fact that much hiring happens without triggering a 

measured vacancy. In terms of basic measurement, they report that “Employers with no 

recorded vacancies at month's end account for 45% of aggregate employment. At the same 

time, establishments reporting zero vacancies at month's end account for 42% of all hires in 

the following month.” Of course, there can be hiring after posting a vacancy that is filled 

quickly enough that the hire appears in the data for the month but the vacancy did not appear 

at the date when outstanding vacancies were measured. Also there appears to be hiring 

without having a posted vacancy as an opportunity to hire is taken advantage of. These 

observations indicate the proxy role of measured vacancies for the matching function, as well 

as the proxy measure of unemployment, as argued above. 

     Davis, Faberman, and Haltiwanger disentangle the within-month time structure posting   

and filling vacancies by modeling a smooth discrete-time daily process, selecting daily 

parameters that are consistent with the observed monthly data, and assuming that all hires 

follow a vacancy. The model succeeds in accounting for two-thirds of the hires in establish-

ments without reported vacancies, suggesting that hiring without a posted vacancy is signi-

ficant, albeit less so than in the raw data. While they report multiple measures of vacancy 

filling, Figure 12 reports only the mean time to fill a vacancy across three different groupings 

of firms. They find significant differences in the speed with which vacancies are filled on 

average across industries - the mean time to fill a vacancy is 8.3 days in construction and 

35.4 days in health and education. These are two sectors that have different hiring 
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experiences in typical recessions and recoveries, and particularly so in the Great Recession. 

This should affect the matching function efficiency parameter without implying a lasting 

change in the parameter, beyond any continuation of trend effects, once relative hiring 

returns to something similar to the previous relative industry hiring pattern. 

     The mean time to fill a vacancy in firms with fewer than 250 employees is roughly half 

the rate at firms with at least 1,000 employees.  Moscarini and Postel-Vinay (2012) argue 

that "The differential growth rate of employment between large and small U.S. firms is 

strongly negatively correlated (in deviations from trend) with the contemporaneous unem-

ployment rate." (p. 2509.) This pattern should affect the aggregate matching efficiency 

parameter increasing it with high unemployment and lowering it with low unemployment. 

The paper includes discussion of 2009–2010. The relative performance of small firms early 

in the recession (2008:IV) was poor, compared to previous recessions, in line with the credit 

channel idea. But in 2009, already small firms did rebound, relative to large firms. Ever 

since, large firms have created very little employment on net. Most of job creation since 

2010 is from small firms. In addition, both the vacancy rate and the vacancy filling rate of 

large establishments in JOLTS fell during the recession much more than at small establish-

ments. Since 2010, this composition effect would contribute to an increase in aggregate 

matching efficiency parameter.27 

      In the third category shown in Figure 12, Davis, Faberman, and Haltiwanger report that 

mean duration varies by a factor often across quintiles sorted by turnover ratio. Presumably 

quits occur disproportionally in higher turnover firms. Thus the drop in quits shown in Figure 

4 is plausibly linked to a relative drop in the number of vacancies at higher turnover firms, 

and so a further source of a decline in the aggregate matching efficiency parameter. The slow 

recovery of quits would limit the rise of the parameter during the current recovery. The three 

categories of diversity in hiring rates are not simply additive, but include overlap as turnover 

rate plausibly varies with firm size and both of those factors vary by industry. 

     Davis, Faberman and Haltiwanger (2012b) note the very strong cross-section pattern that 

                                                           
27There is an important pattern of hiring relative to ages of firms. Presumably the pattern of hiring by age 
varies in typical cycles and may have varied differently in the Great Recession. That would be interesting to 
explore. 
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firms that do more hiring have a higher yield per vacancy. This pattern presumably interacts 

with other factors in determining the speeds of filling vacancies shown in the figure. They 

argue that: 
           

 One possibility is that employers act on other margins using other instruments, in 

addition to vacancies, when they increase their hiring rate. They can increase 

advertising or search intensity per vacancy, screen applicants more quickly, relax 

hiring standards, improve working conditions, and offer more attractive compen-

sation to prospective employees. If employers with greater hiring needs respond in 

this way, the job-filling rate rises with the hires rate in the cross section and over 

time at the employer level. (p. 20) 

They refer to modeling this concern as incorporating "recruiting intensity." As recruiting 

intensity is not readily available as a variable, they multiply vacancies by a proxy measure 

for average recruiting intensity to obtain a measure of effective vacancies. To analyze 

aggregate matching they use the standard Cobb-Douglas matching function, but using 

effective vacancies. 

     They model effective vacancies as vacancies multiplied by aggregate hires raised to the 

power c. In effect, they assume that the number of vacancies and recruiting intensity are 

jointly chosen to hit the hiring target (in terms of both numbers and worker match qualities), 

with an underlying constraint reflecting the state of the labor market underpinning the chosen 

levels of the two variables. They propose that the economy-wide average effective-vacancy 

parameter varies with the level of aggregate hiring with the same exponential coefficient on 

hires, c, as fits the cross-section data. Denoting their generalized hiring function by [ ],G U V

we have 

( ) ( )1 11G AU G V AU V G
α α εα ε α α− −−= = . 

Of course, they did not run a regression with aggregate hires on both sides of the regression. 

Solving for hires results in 

[ ] { } ( )( )1/ 1 11,G U V AU V
α εα α − −−= . 

They did not regress aggregate hires on unemployment and vacancies and then interpret the 

coefficients in terms of the model. Presumably the common finding of roughly constant 
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returns to scale in estimates of the matching function (Petrongolo and Pissarides, 2001) 

suggests little ability to capture the effect of recruiting intensity in this way. 

     Davis, Faberman and Haltiwanger use a calibrated simulation approach, taking values of 

0.5α = , 0.82ε =  and A  chosen to equate the mean value of the theoretically implied 

vacancy yield to the empirical vacancy yield. They find a better fit than with the standard 

matching function: “our recruiting intensity measure explains about one quarter of the 

aggregate time-series residuals produced by the standard matching function, residuals that 

other authors interpret in terms of mismatch or fluctuations in matching efficiency” (Davis, 

Faberman, and Haltiwanger, 2012b, pp. 4-5). And they examine the behavior in the Great 

Recession of recruiting intensity, Gε . Figure 13 [their Figure I] “plots national time series 

for the job-filling rate and recruiting intensity per vacancy. The job-filling rate rose sharply, 

from 4.4 percent per day in December 2007 to a peak of 6.6 percent per day in August 2009. 

It fell steadily thereafter, though it remains above prerecession levels at 4.8 percent per day 

as of September 2011. Recruiting intensity per vacancy fell sharply during the Great 

Recession, declining by over 21 percent between December 2007 and its trough. It remains 

11 percent below its pre-recession level as of September 2011” (Davis, Faberman, and 

Haltiwanger, 2012c, p. 4). Note that recruiting intensity started declining before the start of 

the recession, consistent with the timing discussion of Barlevy's analysis above. 

     Thus the drop in recruiting intensity, working against the effect of the rise in unemploy- 

ment per vacancy on the rate of job filling, pushed down the measured efficiency parameter 

of the standard matching function. The magnitude of the effect of using their generalized 

matching function can be seen in Figure 14 (their Figure 1) which calculates the vacancy 

yield—hires divided by vacancies—comparing the standard and generalized functions. Thus 

recruiting intensity offsets some of the decline in matching, but only a fraction. Presumably 

recruiting intensity will recover when the economy recovers. 

     The formulation does not explicitly recognize a difference between trend growth and 

cyclic growth in hiring. But Davis, Faberman, and Haltiwanger (2012a) Figure 5 and Table 1 

show the different distributions of establishment-level growth rates comparing 2006:Q1-4 to 

2008:Q3-2009:Q2. This shows not only a change in the mean of the cross-sectional density of 

employment growth rates, but also the shape, as there is little apparent change around the 
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spike in the distribution around zero hires. While different impacts of gross hires might be 

captured by the presence of the U/V ratio in the Cobb-Douglas function, this analysis 

suggests that an alternative formulation might be promising, just as some macroeconomists’ 

attention to the relationship between output and employment distinguishes between a Solow 

growth model and Okun's Law. The decline in the share of fast-growing establishments 

presumably implies a drop in the fraction of vacancies at fast-growing firms, and so a drop in 

the measured efficiency parameter of the matching function as a normal part of the cycle. 

     As noted in Figure 12, Davis, Faberman, and Haltiwanger have documented multiple 

dimensions in the cross-section pattern of the speed in filling vacancies. As the distribution 

of establishments across these dimensions varies over a business cycle, so too will the 

estimated aggregate matching function.  As business cycles vary, so too should the behavior 

of the matching function. The Great Recession is marked by a depth and length beyond 

earlier postwar cycles. Also, the Great Recession has been marked by a financial crisis and 

the bursting of a housing bubble. All four of these elements (depth, length, strength of 

financial institutions, financial position of homeowners), as well as the behavior of other 

economies, should affect not only the mix of establishments across measured dimensions but 

the willingness to hire within categories. The distribution of establishment growth is 

plausibly a proxy for the eagerness to fill vacancies more widely than just among fast-

growing establishments. Thought of as the reservation quality of a match or the role of 

additional actions to recruit job applicants, firm eagerness to hire should matter for the 

measurement of the aggregate hiring function. The concept of recruiting intensity reminds us 

that the cost of posting a vacancy is endogenous to the effort put into hiring. Indeed, the 

growing search literature modeling firm heterogeneity in size and profitability of additional 

hires is a reminder not to take literally the simplest models of the determination of the 

number of vacancies.28 

     Barnichon, Elsby, Hobijn, and Sahin (2012) use monthly data from the start of JOLTS to 

                                                           
28Hobijn (2012) uses CPS, JOLTS, and state-level job vacancy surveys that cover about 10 percent of the 
labor force to produce annual vacancy and hires estimates (and so vacancy yields) for 2005 through 2011. He 
finds ‘a lot of variation in job openings rates and vacancy yields across occupations’ and that ‘the shift in 
occupation mix of job openings and hires since 2007 accounts for the bulk of the decline in measured 
aggregate match efficiency” (pp. 4–5). 
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the start of the Great Recession to relate labor market variables to the vacancy-unemploy-

ment ratio, (V/U), including the vacancy yield (hires per vacancy) and the flows of quits, 

other departures from employment, and entry into and exit from the labor force. Using the 

estimated values, they fit curves for these rates to V/U since the start of the recession. For 

both the vacancy yield and the quit rate the fit is good and the actual values are system-

atically below the fitted values. For March 2012, the vacancy yield is 38 percent below and 

the quit rate 13 percent below the fitted values. 

     They use these flow rates to estimate a Beveridge curve relating the unemployment rate to 

the vacancy rate by examining steady state unemployment rates given the estimated flows at 

a V/U ratio. The curve fitted before the start of the recession fits the recession well but lies 

below (to the left of) observations since the trough, a similar picture to that in the Barlevy 

analysis discussed above. They then tum to vacancy yields and quit rates at the industry level 

(for the seven main industries for which data is available). They relate the rates to aggregate 

and industry vacancy-unemployment ratios and examine the relationship between fitted and 

actual values since the start of the recession. They find low yields in each of the industries 

and low quits in all but government. Thus the behavioral responses and matching issues 

behind the movement in the Beveridge curve are widespread-not solely a result of 

aggregation across diverse industries. 

     Another perspective on recruiting intensity comes from the difference, noted above, 

between meetings of job candidates with job openings and an actual hiring. The speed of 

filling a vacancy depends on the time to evaluate candidates and the tradeoff between hiring 

one of the current applicants and waiting to examine further applicants. As the tightness of 

the labor market changes, so too do the reservation wages and reservation match qualities on 

both sides. It is plausible that the sheer number of applicants per vacancy and the range of 

applicant qualities are likely to be higher from the depth and length of the current period of a 

weak economy, leading to a slower process of hiring, at least at large firms receiving many 

applications. Indeed there has been such a claim based on a survey of large firms by the 

Corporate Executive Board (Light, 2011). 

 

III. Nonparticipation and the Beveridge Curve 
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Section II considered the flows into employment, including discussions of the impacts on 

measurement of the matching function coming from differences in hiring across firms and 

from the flow from nonparticipation into employment. Some such shifts in the matching 

function appear to be part of a normal cyclical movement as the economy moves down the 

Beveridge curve. Ignoring such changes in the matching function may be a problem when 

projecting the estimated Beveridge curve beyond the range of historical data, as is the case 

for the Great Recession. Shifts in the matching function that differ from the typical pattern in 

recession and recovery and show up as shifts in the Beveridge curve open up the question of 

whether they are temporary or long-lasting. This section examines effects on the Beveridge 

curve from flows into unemployment. The division of the flow out of employment between 

nonparticipation and unemployment affects the stock of unemployed and so the Beveridge 

curve. Also relevant are the flows between unemployment and nonparticipation. 

     The flows from employment to both unemployment and nonparticipation are shown in 

Figure 15. The flow into unemployment went up rapidly during the recession, as with the two 

earlier recessions in the data, but to a much greater extent. Then the flow showed a steady 

drop during the recovery, again similar to the two previous recessions. However, given the 

magnitude of the rise, the flow out continued to be much higher than before the recession, 

unlike the two other recessions. In contrast, the flow into nonparticipation went down, not 

up, during the recession and then did not change much. As shown in Figure 16, there was a 

sharp drop in the ratio of EN/EU in all three of the recent recessions. The Great Recession, 

being more severe and longer-lasting, has had a much larger and more extended decrease in 

that ratio. The rise in the ratio during the recovery has only restored a fraction of the previous 

decline. 

     The flows between unemployment and nonparticipation are shown in Figure 17, with the 

ratio, NU/UN, in Figure 18 and the difference, NU-UN, in Figure 19. While the two flows 

changed a lot, there was considerable parallel shape in the movements and so the ratio, which 

rose in the recession and then fell, did not vary as much as the ratio of the flows from 

employment. The difference shows a somewhat higher level flowing into unemployment than 

in the period before the start of the recession, but not very large. 
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    Kudlyak and Schwartzman (2012) analyze the direct effect of the four flows involving 

nonparticipation on the unemployment rate.29 They consider the six hazard rates defined by 

the six flows among E, U, and N. They use the steady state approximation to the stocks, 

given these flows. Then they ask how the unemployment rate would be different if the four 

hazard rates involving nonparticipation remained as they were before the recession, while the 

hazard rates between employment and unemployment followed the actual empirical pattern, 

without a change along with the altered flow hazards involving nonparticipation. Figure 20 

shows their calculation for four recessions, summarized as follows: 

We find that in the 2007–2009 recession, had flows [rates] in and out of nonpartici-      

pation remained constant, the aggregate unemployment rate would have increased by 

3 percentage points, while the actual unemployment rate increased by 5.5 percentage 

points. The flows to and from nonparticipation also accounted for a substantial part 

of the persistence of unemployment during the recovery. Two years after the 2009 

unemployment peak, the counterfactual aggregate unemployment rate would have 

been 2 percentage points higher than at the start of the rise in unemployment, while 

the actual unemployment rate is 4 percentage points higher. In contrast, in the 

1981–1982 recession, the counterfactual aggregate unemployment rate increases 

by 2.5 percentage points, while the actual unemployment rate increased by 3.75 

percentage points. Two years after the 1982 unemployment peak, the counterfact-

ual aggregate unemployment rate and the actual unemployment rate were equal to 

the rate at the start of the rise in unemployment.30 (pp. 1–2.)             

In sum, they conclude that from this source “the data indicate that, compared to previous 

recessions, the 2007–2009 recession is characterized by a particularly large increase in 

the unemployment rate and by a particularly slow decline in the unemployment rate from 

its peak” (p. 9). 

     Several factors are likely to have combined to generate these patterns. The large 

extension of unemployment benefits is likely to have increased the extent of remaining in 

                                                           
29The authors have pointed out that their analysis does not include an adjustment for misclassification. 
 
30Footnote in original: “The unemployment rate is a nonlinear function of the six transition rates. Thus, our work 
shares the same criticism as some other works (for example, Shimer (2012)) that the values of the counterfactual 
depend on the values at which we fix the transition rates.” 
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unemployment rather than leaving the labor force. The impact on aggregate hiring from 

this effect is plausibly not large given the availability of so many unemployed per 

vacancy through most of the economy, a view supported by some studies cited in footnote 

9 above. In any event, this part of the effect is likely to go away when extended benefits 

end, as is likely to occur once the economy recovers. 

     The depth and length of the recession have contributed to a very large increase in the 

pool of long-term unemployed and so are likely to have affected the makeup of the pool of 

job losers, including more people with stronger attachment to the labor force than in the 

usual recession.31 By increasing the stock of unemployed, this pattern would contribute 

to the appearance of a shift in the Beveridge curve. Thus a key question is whether the 

flow into long-term unemployment will return to a more typical pattern as the economy 

recovers. 

     Also relevant is whether worker experience of more time in unemployment and less time 

in nonparticipation has current effects or would have lasting effects. In terms of the modeling 

above, where the input into the matching function was written as U Nβ+  , if a would-be 

nonparticipant is behaving in a way that qualifies for the label unemployed, how much does 

the contribution to hiring change? It seems that it need not be all or even much of 1 β− . As 

to the long run, experiencing long-term nonemployment matters. Whether a long spell of 

nonemployment has a different long-run effect if some of it is nonparticipatory rather than 

unemployed does not seem likely to matter. 

 

IV. Mismatch 

 

An argument that structural unemployment has increased during a recession and/or early 

recovery is sometimes invoked as an argument for a smaller potential role for stimulative 

policies. This essay has explored two ways of making such an argument. One was from a 

shift in the Beveridge curve and the second was from a drop in the efficiency parameter of 

the aggregate matching function. Both arguments were examined by exploring underlying 

                                                           
31 For work in progress on these flows, see Elsby, Hobijn, and Sahin  (2012). 
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factors that contributed to the measured shifts and arguing for the need for more detailed 

analyses, as both shifts can appear without supporting an argument for a change in the 

responsiveness of unemployment to the eventual recovery and to stimulative policies. A third 

type of argument is to identify an increase in “mismatch” as a reason for a decrease in the 

potential role of stimulative policy. 

     Analyses of mismatch in this sense are based on how the distributions of unemployed 

workers and vacancies differ across regions or industries or occupations or education levels 

or skills. Increases in measures of mismatch are then taken as a possible basis for inferences 

about structural changes and the potential scope for stimulative policies. The terminology of 

mismatch is evocative and the concept is widely used.32 For example, mismatch is used in 

considering the impact on economic efficiency and unemployment of the distributions of 

educational attainment and of college majors relative to job opportunities. While mattering 

for trend issues, neither of these two seems directly relevant for discussing stimulative policy 

today.  

     Key to this approach to mismatch is to find measures that link in a clear way to the 

stimulus policy debate, as the link between the intuitive meaning and a particular empirical 

measure is not always tight. For example, the title of Barlevy (2011), analyzed in detail 

above, is “Evaluating the role of labor market mismatch in rising unemployment.” For 

Barlevy, mismatch appears to be simply a decline in the efficiency parameter of the 

aggregate matching function, with no additional insight from a mismatch vocabulary. And 

“Mismatch” is the title of Shimer (2007), which uses a model of discrete labor markets, with 

each worker and each filled or unfilled job located in a single market during each period. As 

such, the paper contains a model of all of unemployment, not separate portions for cyclical 

and structural reasons. Based on particular structures for the distributions of the locations of 

new vacancies and of relocating workers, the paper derives a Beveridge curve and shows a 

good fit with the measured curve. As with Barlevy, one can use the model to extend the 

Beveridge curve outside the range of previously observed unemployment rates and then look 

for a shift in the curve. As the model refers to all of unemployment it does not appear to 

                                                           
32 There were 1,235 results when I went to JSTOR and search over economics on mismatch and unemployment. 
Searching over economics just on mismatch gave a count of 2,863 results.  
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connect with using mismatch as a method of distinguishing cyclical from structural effects.33 

 
Dispersion in outcomes 
 

 
The business cycle hits different sectors differently. Thus, the fact that employment growth 

rates or unemployment rates are diverse across industries (or occupations or regions) does 

not address the potential of stimulus policies if we expect the pattern to reverse when going 

from a recession through a recovery. This observation is well presented in Valletta and 

Kuang (2010), which shows historical dispersion patterns in unemployment rates and 

employment growth rates.34  Figure 21 shows dispersions in these two variables across 

industries. The figure shows dispersions going up sharply (with somewhat different timing) 

in all the recessions since the mid-1970s, and then coming down sharply. Currently and 

previously, unemployment dispersion has not responded as rapidly as employment growth 

dispersion. 

     Figure 22 shows dispersions across states. The historical patterns are considerably more 

diverse than those across industries. The Great Recession rise in dispersion in employment 

growth has been fully offset. The rise in dispersion in unemployment rates has declined but 

remains high. Figure 23 shows dispersion of unemployment rates across occupations. The 

dispersion has fallen considerably, but remains higher than before the start of the recession. 

These figures argue against trying to reach an early conclusion on the importance of 

structural factors from the shape of such mismatch dispersion measures. Rises and then falls 

in such indexes appear to be a standard part of business cycles, although patterns differ 

across variables and recessions. This analysis leaves unanswered the basic question of how 

much we should expect business cycles to differ when causes and severity differ, as is a 

particular issue with the Great Recession?35 

                                                           
33 Barlevy (2011) estimates Beveridge curves using Shimer's  mismatch approach and contrasts the fit with that 
of his use of an aggregate matching function, as described above (see, Barlevy's  Figure 1). He notes that while 
the Beveridge curves based on the aggregate matching function approach show little shift in  two earlier 
recessions (1972–1976, 1978–1984) and appears to shift starting with the trough in the Great Recession, there 
is a shift in all three and a much earlier current shift with Shimer's mismatch approach. 
 
34 The figures shown are updated and provided by Rob Valletta. 
35 Lazear and Spletzer (2012) analyze the pattern of the unemployment-vacancy ratio across industries and 
occupations as a measure of mismatch. They conclude that “the analysis presented here shows that the most 
recent recession has not resulted in any long-run increase in mismatch across industries or occupations” (p. 
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     The term “mismatch” invokes a sense of inefficiency. While an avoidable or inadequately 

offset recession is likely to be inefficient, there is no reason to think that different size 

impacts on different industries or occupations in response to a drop in aggregate demand is 

inefficient. Nor is it the case that efficiency calls for similar rates of job filling across 

industries or occupations. 

 
Multiple Beveridge curves 
 

 

In addition to analyses of a single Beveridge curve for the entire economy, separate 

Beveridge curves for different regions have been a basis for measuring mismatch. Beveridge 

(1945) recognized labor market frictions by defining full employment as fewer unemployed 

than vacancies. Taking equality as the measure of full employment, regional mismatch 

studies following the approach of Dow and Dicks-Mireaux (1958) discussed above, have 

considered the differences between unemployment and vacancy levels across regions. 

Drawing on the presentation in Rodenburg (2011), based on Cheshire (1973), the logic is 

based on the assumption that equality of unemployment and vacancies in a region represents 

full employment in the region. The measure of aggregate cyclical unemployment is then 

defined as the excess of aggregate unemployment over aggregate vacancies and so is not 

affected by the regional pattern of the variables for given aggregates. Instead the mismatch 

analysis draws a distinction between frictional unemployment and structural unemployment. 

     To spell out this approach to mismatch, define frictional unemployment ( fu ) as the sum 

over regions of the smaller of U and V in each region. This represents the unemployment 

that would be eliminated if, as in the standard frictionless market model, there was sufficient 

matching so that there was either unemployment or vacancies but not both. Define structural 

unemployment ( su ), reflecting vacancies where there are not enough unemployed workers to 

potentially fill the vacancies, as the sum of the (positive) excesses of V over U. Thus 

frictional unemployment is the level that could be solved by additional matches without 

                                                                                                                                                                                      
24). In general, equality of U/V across industries or occupations is not a sign of economic efficiency. 
Barnichon and Figura (2011 b) analyze the efficiency parameter of the aggregate matching function, using a 
measure of mismatch based on the differences in U/V across markets. 
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interregional movement, while structural unemployment comes from worker locations that 

would not be sufficient to fill all vacancies, given the locations of existing vacancies. 

Cyclical unemployment ( cu ) for the economy as a whole, the difference between aggregate 

unemployment and aggregate vacancies, is equal to the sum of unemployment over all 

regions minus the sum of vacancies over all regions. 
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Needless to say, these three add up to total unemployment. 

f s cu u u U+ + = ∑  

Consider a stimulative policy that increases vacancies. Without a theory of how vacancies 

affect unemployment, such as matching functions by region, there isn't a direct implication 

within the model of the impact of the stimulus policy on unemployment. But one could 

assume that the increases in vacancies in regions with more unemployed workers than 

vacancies is more likely to reduce unemployment than increases in vacancies in regions with 

fewer unemployed  than vacancies. From this argument, it follows that the presence of 

more structural unemployment (and so less frictional and/or cyclical unemployment) is 

likely to make stimulative policy less effective at reducing unemployment. 

     Notice that there can be an impact on the measure of structural unemployment from a 

cyclical change. Consider a recession for an economy with a rectangular hyperbola 

Beveridge curve, so that rises in total unemployment and falls in total vacancies are 

roughly equal in percentage terms. The measure of cyclical unemployment, u", equal to 

the difference between total unemployment  and total vacancies, rises by more than total 

unemployment rises, as going into a recession  reduces vacancies. It follows that there is 

a decrease in the sum of structural and frictional unemployments, 𝑢𝑓 + 𝑢𝑠, equal to 

∑𝑈 − 𝑢𝑐. The mix of changes between the two depends on the initial distribution 

unemployment and vacancies across regions and the distributions of changes in 

unemployment and vacancies.  A return to the previous aggregate values would return 

both frictional and structural to the same values if the regional pattern is restored. The 
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changes in measured frictional and structural unemployment do not signal what will 

happen once the recovery has matched the previous peak.  If the regional pattern is not 

restored, there could be a change in the division of their sum between the two categories 

in either direction. That measures of cyclical and structural are jointly connected to the state 

of the cycle is simply illustrated in this example.36 

 
Multiple matching functions37 
 
Using matching functions by sector, Sahin et al. (2012) compare the level of hiring that 

happens with the actual distribution of the unemployed with the level of hiring that would 

happen if a planner could costlessly move the unemployed across sectors in order to 

optimize, given both the impact on hiring and the expected present discounted values of 

additional hires across sectors.38 The planner would choose to equate the efficiency-

weighted vacancy-unemployment rates across sectors. The Sahin et al. mismatch index 

measures the fraction of hires lost in a period because the actual allocation of unemployed 

does not match the planner's optimum.  Their empirical finding on their mismatch 

measure is: 

 

We find no significant role for geographical mismatch across U.S. states or 

counties. Mismatch at the 2-digit industry and 2- and 3-digit occupation level 

increased markedly during the recession but declined throughout 2010, an 

indication of a strong cyclical pattern in mismatch.  A similar, but milder, hump 

shape in mismatch is observed around the 2001 recession.  With all the caveats 

associated to a short sample, we do not find evidence of a significant long-run 

“structural” shift in mismatch after the Great Recession. (p. 3) 

 

                                                           
36 There are empirical analyses of separate regions in some countries.  See, for example,  Borsch-Supan 
( 1991 ), which questions  the distinction between cyclical  and structural unemployment from a shift in the 
Beveridge  curve, based on analysis of regional  data in Germany 
37 Other analyses of mismatch using hiring functions include Herz and van Rens (20 11). 
38 The analysis allows for differences in the matching efficiency parameter across sectors but not the 
Cobb-Douglas exponent. From the large diversity in job-filling rates found by Davis, Faberman, and 
Haltiwanger, the matching functions may well differ in exponent as well. 
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The pattern of measured mismatch through the cycle can be used, as with the dispersion 

measures above, as a test of whether the current cycle resembles previous ones. Inter-

pretation of similarities and differences would be more complex than with the dispersion 

measures  described above, as the Sahin et al. measures  represent  complex  combinations 

of the patterns of unemployment and vacancies and so is harder to interpret than a 

weighted standard deviation. 

     In addition to their mismatch index, Sahin et al. calculate the excess in the level of 

unemployment as a consequence of the actual allocation of unemployed workers rather 

than the optimum allocation used in their measure of mismatch.  Starting from the 

unemployment rate at an initial date, the additional hiring from the planner's reallocation 

of unemployed workers can be combined with a given separation rate to track an alternative 

unemployment rate thereafter, which they refer to as “mismatch unemployment.” The 

analysis is done separately by industry, by occupation, by education level, and by state.39 

They report that: 

an additional 4 percent of monthly  hires were lost during the Great Recession 

because of the misallocation  of vacancies  and job seekers across occupations 

and industries. As a result, our counterfactual analysis indicates that mismatch 

unemployment at the 2-digit industry level can account for 0.75 percentage points 

out of the 5.4 percentage point total increase in the U.S. unemployment rate from 

2006 to October 2009. At the 3-digit occupation level, the contribution of mismatch 

unemployment rises just beyond 1.5 percentage points (p. 3). 

They conclude that “while our benchmark planner’s allocation is derived under costless 

between-sector mobility, our calculations on the role of mismatch are an upper bound. In 

light of this remark, the finding that mismatch is not a chief determinant of the persistently 

high U.S. unemployment appears even more compelling” (p. 5). 

                                                           
39 “ The analysis is done for the actual distribution of vacancies, assuming no impact on vacancy creation of 
the higher filling of early vacancies.  An extension considers an impact on vacancies. In the extension  
they find: “that  this channel  depresses  aggregate vacancy  creation  relative to the planner's solution,  
giving a further  boost to mismatch  unemployment. When this additional force is factored into our 
counterfactuals, the contribution of mismatch to the observed rise in the unemployment rate grows by a 
maximum of two thirds of a percentage point. We therefore conclude that, at the analyzed level of 
disaggregation, mismatch can explain at most 1/3 of the recent rise in the U.S. unemployment rate since 
2006” (pp. 3–4). 
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      If this measure of mismatch unemployment is to contribute to the stimulus debate, one 

needs to consider how the measure is relevant for evaluating the potential in additional 

stimulus. That is, what do we learn about the potential impact of additional stimulus from a 

comparison of the actual outcome (without the stimulus) with a counterfactual with 

optimized costless mobility. The elements they model would be part of analysis of a proposal 

for subsidies for worker movements across markets. Such analysis, while including elements 

they consider, would also need to recognize the actual mobility costs and the pattern of 

mobility chosen by the workers, not a planner. The workers would not necessarily relocate in 

an optimal pattern as the presence of search externalities that differ across markets means 

that worker choice on movement is not generally efficient. 

     For a cost-benefit analysis of stabilization policies, one wants to compare outcomes with 

and without a given policy. While their analysis incorporates prime factors that would be 

included in a benefit-cost evaluation of a mobility subsidy, it is not apparent how it would 

help with a benefit-cost analysis of stimulus policies. The measure of mismatch 

unemployment reflects hires that did not happen because workers did not move to match the 

optimization. It is not clear what that tells us about a limit on the change in employment 

after a stimulus policy. I do not see why a calculation of how different the outcome would be 

with costless planner-set worker relocation sheds light on this question, nor how it 

contributes to trying to tell apart temporary rather than long-lasting effects on 

unemployment. 
 
Construction workers 
 

In addition to references to economy-wide measures, there is periodic mention of specific 

concerns about unemployment. Some voiced concerns are about the difficulty of filling 

some class of vacancies, for example those involving science, technology, engineering and 

math (STEM) skills. While STEM-skilled worker availability is a real concern for 

education and immigration issues, and so for trend employment issues, it is not apparent 

how that has relevance for a discussion of current stimulus policy. It is not as if STEM 

vacancies were the dominant source of vacancies in the economy or that the appearance of 

additional hard-to-fill vacancies would dominate the effect of a stimulus on vacancies. Nor 
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would we expect the trend issue to show sudden large movements for structural reasons. 

     A separately voiced concern refers to possible difficulties in worker movements across 

sectors, particularly out of construction given the large drop in both residential and 

comercial construction after the bursting of the housing bubble. For example,  in an 

interview for The Wall Street Journal  published on February  12, 2011, Philadelphia 

Federal Reserve Bank President Charles  Plosser said: “You  can't change the carpenter  

into a nurse easily, and you can't change the mortgage  broker into a computer  expert in a 

manufacturing  plant very easily. Eventually that stuff will sort itself out. People will be 

retrained and they'll find jobs in other industries. But monetary policy can't retrain people. 

Monetary policy can't fix those problems.” This focus on the industries particularly hard 

hit by a recession and on the role of cross-sector, cross-occupation movements may be 

viewed as an issue particularly for this recession, or as a concern about stabilization 

policies generally. 

     It was well recognized that employment in construction fell strongly and recovery in 

construction would be slower than in the usual recession after the considerable 

overbuilding before the Great Recession (e.g., Hall, 2011). But, given widespread high 

unemployment relative to vacancies throughout the economy, it is not clear that this 

observation about construction seriously affects the standard analysis of the labor market 

effects of a stimulus program. 

     To put into context the issue of construction workers moving across sectors and occu- 

pations, it is useful to review the reemployment experience  of unemployed  construction 

workers and how that compares  with the experience of other workers. Analysis of the 

unemployment experience of construction workers is in Crump and Sahin (2012). As 

shown in Figure 24, unemployment among construction workers shot up as construction 

declined sharply, resulting in a rising share of construction workers in total 

unemployment. And then the share was falling rapidly.40 Crump and Sahin also compare the 

job-finding rate of construction workers with that for total workers. The former is 

consistently higher (reflecting the nature of the jobs and employers in construction) but a 

                                                           
40 Unemployment by sector reflects the last job held, so construction workers making moves and then 
becoming unemployed are not attributed to construction. 
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relevant fact is that the rate was climbing for construction workers in late 2010 and 2011 

while it was mildly falling for total workers. 

     The movement of displaced construction workers across sectors can also be put in the 

context of displaced workers in the economy as a whole. The biennial BLS Displaced 

Worker Survey examines those who lost or left their jobs at some point in the three 

previous calendar years.41 They are asked about their status in the January following the 

three-year period. Thus the outcomes cover workers whose job loss was anywhere from the 

previous month to three years earlier. As reported on the BLS website from the 2012 

survey, from January 2009 through December 2011, 6.1 mi Ilion workers were displaced 

from jobs they had held for at least 3 years. Of these workers, 56 percent were 

reemployed in January 2012, 27 percent were unemployed and 17 percent were out of the 

labor force.  The total number of workers displaced between January 2009 and December 

2011 (regardless of how long they had held their jobs) was 12.9 million, of whom 57 

percent were reemployed and 28 percent were unemployed in January 2012. For the prior, 

2010, survey (which covered the period from January 2007 through December 2009) 49 

percent of the three-year tenured workers were reemployed, 36 percent unemployed and 

15 percent out of the labor force.  For all workers the percentages were 49, 36, and 15. 

     Tasci (2012) examines reemployment rates from the BLS Displaced Worker Surveys. 

Figure 25 shows the rates by industry for the last three of the biennial surveys.  It shows 

that the reemployment rates of construction workers were roughly the same as the 

economy-wide average in all three surveys.  Data are also available by occupation, 

although interviews are likely to have more errors in identifying occupations than in 

identifying industries. For the occupational category “natural resources, construction, and 

maintenance,” the reemployment experience (48 percent in the 2010 survey for long-

tenured workers and 60 percent in 2012) is roughly the same as that of the entire 

workforce (49 percent in 2010 and 56 percent in 2012). For all workers (regardless of 
                                                           
41 Displaced workers are wage and salary workers 20 years of age and older who lost or left jobs during the  
previous three calendar years because their plant or company closed or moved, there was insufficient work for 
them to do, or their position or shift was abolished. And they are asked about their labor force status in the 
January following. Some data are presented for “long-tenured displaced workers”—those who had worked for 
their employer for three or more years at the time of displacement. Data on displaced workers have been 
collected from a special supplementary survey to the CPS conducted every two years since 1984. 
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how long they had held their jobs) in 2012 the percentage of this occupation reemployed 

is 58, as opposed to 56 for all occupations. 

     President Plosser's quote raises the question of mobility between sectors. It is natural 

to ask whether reemployment with a move across sectors is common or uncommon and 

whether construction worker experience was typical or atypical.  Figure 25, based on the 

January 2010 Displaced Workers Survey, shows the reemploy-ment rates divided between 

workers staying in the same industry and moving across industries.  The figure shows that 

movement across sectors is common  and while the fraction  of reemployed  construction 

workers moving to another industry is a bit lower than typical,  it is not dramatically so. 

Of course, many industries employ a wide range of occupations, so a movement across 

industries need not be a movement across occupations.42   

     Basically, with the ratio of unemployed to jobs very high in all sectors concentrating on 

hard-hit sectors ignores other sectors and ignores the fact that movement between sectors 

is always happening. Given the huge volume of hires in the economy (over 3.9 million 

in January 2011, just before Plosser’s interview) and the diversity of paths people follow 

in their employment histories, a focus on these particular paths out of unemployment 

seems of little relevance for considering the potential in monetary policy. Stimulating the 

economy, increasing the value of more production, can draw many unemployed back 

into the same industry and occupation as before as firms hire more to produce more. And 

many occupations show up in other sectors as well. And the tighter the labor market, the 

harder to find already-trained workers, the greater the incentive for firms to assist and 

speed the retraining process. 

                                                           
42Hobijn (2012)  uses CPS, JOLTS and state-level job vacancy surveys that cover about 10 percent of the labor 
force to produce estimates of cross-identity and cross-occupation hiring matrices for 2005 through 2011  (Tables 9 
and 10). He finds “hires for in a particular industry or occupation are about as likely to be of someone who 
previously was not in the labor force (NILF) as of someone in the same industry or occupation. Second, for all 
industries and occupations less than 45 percent of hires are from the same industry or occupation respect-
tively. The industry most likely to hire workers previously employed in it is ‘Construction.’  Similarly, 
‘Construction and Extraction’ jobs are the occupation where hires are most likely to be from the same 
occupational group. The last row of both tables reports the percentages of hires in the same industry and 
occupation conditional on a worker having a previous job. Even if one conditions on the person hired having a 
previous job, still for all industries and occupations more than 3 out of 10 workers are hired from a different 
sector and job classification” (p. 29). As above, in this comparison, the highest percentages are for the 
“Construction” industry and “Construction and Extraction” jobs. He warns of misclassification errors. 
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     While a concept of mismatch is often invoked in discussions of the role of stabilization 

policies, it is possible that the concept of mismatch does not help with evaluating a target 

for full employment once the economy recovers.  This is not to suggest that more stimulus 

is always good, since that is not the case. This is not to suggest that there are not posi-

tions that are difficult to fill. That is always the case. It  is not simple to project how an 

unusual recession and recovery will unfold. 

 

V. Cyclical Unemployment, Structural Unemployment 
 

Whenever unemployment stays high for an extended period, it is common to see analyses, 

statements, and rebuttals about the extent to which the high unemployment is “structur-

al” or “frictional,” not “cyclical.” All three terms, along with “mismatch” (discussed 

above in Section IV) and “full employment” are evocative and link intuitively to ways of 

framing policy debates about unemployment. As such, all the terms call for definition and 

measurement. 

     There are multiple debates about unemployment beyond the potential role of stimulus 

policies to address cyclical unemployment. These include issues about education, training 

and retraining, regulations governing hiring and firing, design of unemployment insur-

ance, provision of support services, and the nature of data to be collected. This essay has 

considered a single question:  the extent that outcomes in the labor market, particularly as 

seen in the Beveridge curve, imply that the future target for unemployment, once the 

economy has recovered, should be different from the level of unemployment in the period 

before the onset of the Great Recession. I have used the term “full employment” to refer to 

the state of the labor market at a desirable previous outcome and as a desirable target for 

the future, without exploring what characteristics indicate a good outcome. I have referred 

to increases in structural unemployment as changes in the labor market that imply that the 

recovery target level of unemployment should be higher than the level before. The term 

“cyclical unemployment,” as a residual, measures the excess of current unemployment 

over that future target, an excess that gives a potential role for stimulus policies. 

     Following Barlevy (2011), the first section examined the magnitudes of cyclical and 
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structural unemployments under two assumptions—that the shift in the Beveridge curve 

to fit recent data would last through the recovery and that the new full-employment 

equilibrium would lie on that curve at a point consistent with a higher unemployment-

vacancy ratio than at the previous full employment point. Such a rise in the 

unemployment-vacancy ratio between full-employment points would be consistent with a 

lasting decline in the ability to fill jobs, consistent with a lasting decline in the matching 

function.  Thus, a critical question is the extent to which the decline in the aggregate 

matching function is structural in that it will last through the recovery, and the extent to 

which the decline is cyclical and will reverse as the recovery approaches a new full-

employment point. 

     The second section explored causes of the decline in the efficiency parameter of the 

matching function, while asking whether the causes were expected to last through a full 

recovery. The examination of the causes considered both the patterns in previous 

recoveries and possible implications of the differences in causes and magnitudes between 

the Great Recession and previous recessions and recoveries. Some of the causes are 

related to aggregating different speeds of filling vacancies across firms, industries, and 

occupations; others to the labor market flows among employed, unemployed and 

nonparticipants, as well as the flow of already employed workers to other jobs. Some 

changes in the distributions of vacancies and the patterns of hiring and exiting from 

employment are likely to reverse as the economy recovers more fully. Lower matching 

caused by these changes is then cyclical not structural.  As the Great Recession has lasted a 

long time, some continuing trends that affect unemployment, such as demography and 

the technological impact on the distribution of jobs, may well be structural, may well have 

an impact on the desirable future unemployment target.  

     Two issues were not examined in this essay: the influence of extended unemployment 

insurance benefits and of house lock coming from the decline in house prices. Estimating 

the impact of extended benefits on both unemployment and employment is highly relevant 

as part of evaluating the time period and duration of extended benefits. However, as bene-

fit extension is not likely to be continued through a full recovery, most or all of any measure 

of increased unemployment from this cause is naturally presumed to go away with a full 
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recovery and the end of extended benefits. Thus, this additional unemployment might be 

deemed structural in the sense of caused by the design of unemployment insurance, but not 

structural in the sense of lasting through a full recovery; relevant for one policy analysis 

but not for another.43 Not answered by a projected end of extended benefits is the future 

effect on the unemployment rate of the very high level of long-term unemployment 

during the Great Recession. This effect is not obvious, as a long-term unemployment 

spell that ends with retirement or disability may be a lasting effect and might thereby lower 

future unemployment rates. And the impact on future wages of reemployed long-term 

unemployed might or might not impact future unemployment. 

     Similarly, there are estimates of the impact of underwater mortgages on labor mobility 

and so both unemployment and employment.44 Such estimation is relevant for consider-

ation of policies to reduce the scale or scope of underwater mortgages, for example through 

mortgage modification programs.  However, there is the expectation that house prices 

(and foreclosures) would in time dissipate much of the stock of underwater mortgages.  

Thus the impact of any reduction in labor mobility is structural in the sense of relevant for 

evaluating mobility—enhancing policies, but not structural in the stimulus sense used in 

this essay. These examples draw distinctions in the use of these terms between what is 

relevant for a current structural policy question and what is relevant for the cyclical issue 

that depends on a future state of the economy. 

     I have not used the term “ frictional unemployment,” as it is basically a synonym for 

structural for the purpose of this essay, although it does tend to focus attention on a 

different set of issues and measurements. For example, one could ask whether the use of 

the internet has reduced the level of frictional unemployment. Or whether an expanded 

role for government information services connected to unemployment insurance would 

reduce frictional unemployment. Moreover, there are other uses of these terms which do 

not connect to policy issues. For example, in Mankiw’s introductory text (2012), fric-

tional unemployment is defined as "the unemployment caused by the time it takes workers 

to search for a job” (p. 180). This serves the purpose of getting students to recognize 

some of the workings of the labor market that do not fit comfortably in a single-period 
                                                           
43On unemployment insurance, see, for example, Daly et al. (2012), Fujita (2011), Rothstein (2011). 
44 On house lock, see, for example, Donovan and Schnure (2011),  Modestino and Dennett  (2012). 
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demand-and-supply model that the students may have learned how to use. If one 

measured literally how long it takes to search for jobs, perhaps in terms of the distribu-

tion of durations of completed unemployment spells, one would be looking at a measure 

dominated by cyclical factors, dominated by the tightness of the labor market. While useful 

for education, I can see no way to measure this in a way that sheds light on a suitable 

future choice of a full-employment target.45 

     Another recent use of the term is in Michaillat (2012): “Rationing unemployment 

measures the shortage of jobs in the absence of matching frictions, and frictional 

unemployment measures additional unemployment attributable to matching frictions” (p. 

1721). This division in the theoretical analysis sharpens awareness of the implications of 

the critical new modeling assumptions employed in the paper. It comes from comparing 

two notions of equilibrium, with and without a recruiting cost, which is used to capture the 

role of frictions. My discussion above of the Sahin et al. (2012) mismatch index 

questioned the relevance for evaluating stimulus policies of measuring the fraction of 

hires lost because the actual allocation of unemployed does not match the planner's 

optimum.  Similarly, I do not see how Michaillat’s comparison with this hypothetical 

alternative would shed light on what will happen as the economy recovers.  Indeed, 

Michaillat notes that the greater the rationing unemployment the lower the measure of 

frictional unemployment. This modeling sheds light on some questions, such as the 

importance of search intensity, and so of unemployment benefits, for aggregate 

unemployment, but not directly on the size of an appropriate future unemployment 

target. The model has the property that the tighter the labor market, the larger the effect 

of search, and so of unemployment benefits, on equilibrium employment. In other words, 

the effect of unemployment benefits varies systematically with the tightness of the labor 

market, a critical fact for evaluating its impact. While a comparison with the hypothetical 

frictionless alternative is a way of high-lighting the workings this effect, it is the direct 

                                                           
45 Mankiw (2012) defines structural unemployment as “The unemployment resulting from wage rigidity and 
job rationing. Workers are unemployed not because they are actively searching for the jobs that best suit their 
individual skills but because there is a fundamental mismatch between the number of people who want to 
work and the number of jobs that are available. At the going wage, the quantity of labor supplied exceeds the 
quantity of labor demanded; many workers are simply waiting for jobs to open up” (pp. 183–184). 
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estimate of the change in equilibrium from a policy change that we are really interested in, 

not the change in the differences from hypothetical alternatives. 

 

VI. Concluding Remarks 

The focus of the essay has been methodological, examining the assumptions behind 

measures of structural unemployment, considering complications that question those 

assumptions, and evaluating the logical link between measurements and the potential role 

of stimulus policy.  

     This essay found multiple reasons for the measured efficiency parameter of the 

matching function to vary over a business cycle, and reasons for that variation to be 

different from earlier recessions and recoveries given the nature of the Great Recession. 

Unfortunately, the essay did not contain a net impact from quantifying the many effects 

identified and their likely extent of continuance. In short, merely noticing a shift in the 

Beveridge curve, as shown in Figure 1, is not a basis for a conclusion that further stimulus 

policy is not appropriate; measuring structural change is not simple or easy. 

     Presentations of the aggregate matching function often cite the aggregate production 

function as a parallel construction that has proven useful. However, in considering the 

relationship between aggregate output and aggregate inputs, many macroeconomists make 

a sharp distinction between trend issues and cycle issues. Trend is addressed through a 

Solow production function; the cycle through Okun's law.46 This essay suggests 

development of a similar division for analysis of the labor market, in that the efficiency 

parameter of the standard aggregate matching function should vary in the course of a 

cycle. Support for this perspective comes from the disaggregated work of Davis, 

Faberman, and Haltiwanger, and from the cyclic variation in the relative hiring from the 

already-employed and the labor force nonparticipants.47 The bottom line is that the 

Beveridge curve has important information on the state of the labor market, but should not 

be viewed as a tight technical relationship and inferences should be based on the 

                                                           
46 See, e.g., Ball, Leigh, and Loungani (2012). 
47 For an analysis of cycles and trends in the matching function efficiency parameter, see Bamichon and 
Figuram (2012). 
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underlying factors behind the unemployment and vacancy observations. 

     There are many issues that received no attention in this essay. Given the huge growth 

in long-term unemployment in the Great Recession, studying both the causes and the 

consequences of that development seems very important.  The essay had no explicit 

discussion of wages, implicitly assuming that for identifying cyclical unemployment, wage 

adjustments in response to the state of the labor market are adequately captured by looking 

at the quantity figures. And the partial-equilibrium focus on the labor market leaves out the 

key general equilibrium role of employment in affecting aggregate demand. 
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Reemployment Rates: Industry of Lost Job 
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